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Apocalypse 2012 A Scientific Investigation
Before COVID-19, the fastest a vaccine had ever been developed was four years. In her latest Apocalypse Then column, Ainsley Hawthorn looks at how a past pandemic provided a huge headstart for ...
The story behind the blistering speed of COVID vaccine development
Americans can no longer plausibly shift among their three traditional conceptions of nature, the wild, the pastoral and the utilitarian. There is no shared vision.
A Nation Identifying With Nature Falls Apart if It Can’t Agree On What Nature Is
Stars: Tom Sizemore, Emily Killian, Ramiro Leal, Torrey Richardson, Jake Holley, Tania Fox, Xander Bailey, Christina Licciardi, Christopher William Johnson, Audrey Latt | Written by Ryan Ebert | ...
‘Apocalypse of Ice’ Review
UFOs are flying over the US, the military doesn’t know what they are or who is behind them, and we can’t stop them, an ex-Pentagon investigator revealed. Luis Elizondo, who headed up ...
We can’t do a thing to stop UFOs – it could be America’s biggest spy failure since 9/11, warns ex-Pentagon investigator
Good evening, and welcome to TUCKER CARLSON TONIGHT. Happy Friday. A lot going on, but some big trends, too, when you think about them. You often wonder, what is going on? And for quite some time now, ...
Tucker on why you probably don't recognize the Republican party
Background: Platinum resistance poses a significant problem for oncology clinicians. As a result, the role of epigenetics and DNA methylation in platinum-based chemoresistance has gained increasing ...
Systematic Investigation of DNA Methylation Associated With Platinum Chemotherapy Resistance Across 13 Cancer Types
Dismantling White Supremacy - Now, thirty years after the grainy, fuzzy Rodney King beating video, we are seeing a sea change in video ...
Dismantling White Supremacy in Plain View
You might think that Rohit Prasad would be a big fan of the Turing test, the venerated method to determine whether computers are as smart as humans. As the VP and head scientist of Amazon Alexa AI, ...
Amazon’s AI Guru Is So Totally Over the Turing Test
A viral post claims autism rates have risen by 30,000% in 50 years. This claim is false, as is the suggestion that vaccines are linked to autism.
Fact check: Autism diagnosis criteria changes have led to increased rates
The president is asking for an $80 billion increase in funding for rail projects. A group of Biden supporters launch a multimillion-dollar ad campaign trumpeting the White House coronavirus recovery ...
Biden Promotes His $2.3 Trillion Infrastructure Package and His Love of Train Travel
Next month is the thirtieth anniversary of the most entertaining and damning chapter in Al Gore’s career. By the mid-nineteenth century, our knowledge of atmospheric chemistry was ...
REVEALED: Al Gore’s real climate catastrophe
Opinion polls are given far too much importance given their methodology is not transparent and the language used can shape answers.
Numbers can lie: the science behind opinion polls
Texas A&M researchers were leaders in a study of how an enzyme inhibitor may become a new weapon in the arsenal to fight COVID-19.
Texas A&M researchers leaders in study of COVID-19 blocking enzyme
Tonio Buonassisi’s Photovoltaics Lab is speeding up the development of new solar cell materials using machine learning, robots, and good old-fashioned teamwork.
Fast forward
Spruce Point Capital Management is urging investors to hold Danimer Scientific accountable for peddling an inconsistent story involving its biodegradable polymer technology that “will likely fail to ...
Investment Management Firm Issues Cautionary Report on Danimer Scientific
The frenzy began slowly when a day trader using the alias DeepFingValue uploaded a screenshot depicting a single 53,000 investment in the ailing video games retailer GameStop. He posted the evidence ...
Taking stock of Reddit: site’s founders answer the critics
Men in the Mirror to feature Mark Latham, Chris Mitchell and Peta Credlin. Plus: the Oz accuses Melbourne Press Club of ‘succumbing to wokeness’ ...
Chris Kenny denies Sky doco payback for Rudd and Turnbull’s attacks on ‘evil Murdoch empire’
Two journalists’ work encapsulates both the resilience of the region’s media, and the increasing threats to its survival.
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